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Abstract 
Recognition of Urdu cursive script is a challenging task due to the implicit complexities associated with it. The performance of a 
recognition system is immensely dependent on extracted features. There are various features extraction approaches proposed in 
recent years. Among many, an approach based on zoning features proved to be efficient and popular. Such zoning features 
represent significant information with low complexity and high speed. In this paper, we used zoning features for the classification 
of Urdu Nasta’liq text lines, with a combination of 2-Dimensional Long Short Term Memory networks (2DLSTM) as learning 
classifier. The proposed model is evaluated on publicly available UPTI dataset and character recognition rate of 93.39% is 
obtained. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International. 
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1. Introduction  
The recognition of cursive text is considered as one of the most challenging and fascinating areas in the field of 
optical character recognition (OCR). The non-cursive languages have come up with their competent accuracies but 
there are still various complexities involved in the development of robust OCR for cursive languages. In general, 
such complexities arise where characters join each other and make a word or sub-word (ligature) as shown in Fig. 1. 
The robust OCR contributes tremendously in the conversion of document images into editable and searchable text.  
Such robust OCRs can improve the accuracy of other applications used as; machine translation, text to speech 
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converter, recognition of bank cheques, advanced scanners, signature verification and recognition of printed 
newspapers. 
 
The researchers in pattern recognition community have been exploring different methods and techniques for the 
development of OCR system with the intention of high recognition rate and less processing time. The document 
images consist of raw pixels that consume excessive time to train a model. The raw pixels depict actual text 
information that might have redundant values but on different coordinates. To take pixel values as a feature not 
always elicit the other elaborated features attached to given text. Therefore, we need to explore other approaches for 
feature extraction on the turf of mathematical and statistical concepts. The statistical features refer to the 
mathematical measurement of pixels in the image. Such features are like mean, variance, entropy etc.1, 2. These 
features grouped the similar information and thus allow the training model to train in less time. The machine 
learning models work well on statistical features. Furthermore, the statistical model developed for one language may 
assist to extract the features of another language like scale and rotation invariant feature extraction approach. The 
zoning features are most efficient and popular features that extract the significant information with low complexity 
and high speed for text recognition3,4.  
Bunke et al.5 presented offline recognition system of large vocabulary unconstrained handwritten English text and 
performed several experiment on both single and multiple writer data. A variable size (10,000 to 50,000 words) 
lexicon is used in order to improve the accuracy. The error rate is reduced by 50% and 25% for a single and multiple 
writer data respectively. Vinciarelli et al. presented an offline cursive word recognition system based on a 
continuous density HMM6. The system is trained using on raw data as well as data transformed using PCA or ICA. 
Both methods significantly improved the recognition rate. Khorsheed presented overlap sliding window which is 
further divided into predefined overlapped zones. Features like pixels intensity, horizontal projection and vertical 
projection are extracted from each overlapped zone. The system is evaluated on six types of font and achieved 
88.7% and 92.4% accuracy on mono and tri-model HMM respectively. Gatos et al. presented adaptive zoning 
features for the character and word recognition7.  Zoning features are extracted after adjusting the position of every 
zone based on local pattern information. Adjustment is made by moving every zone towards the pattern body that is 
based maximization of local pixel density around each zone. Adaptive zoning provided a significant improvement in 
result.  Rajashekararadhya et al. extracted zoning features for handwritten numeral recognition of four widely used 
Indian scripts and obtained 98.6% accuracy using SVM8. Impedovo et al.9 employed regular uniform zones having a 
size of 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 5x5 for handwritten digit recognition and evaluated on CEDAR database. The training set has 
18,468 instances of numerals and testing test consists of 2,213 numeral instances and achieved 87.8% for 5x5 
uniform zones. Naz et al.1 employed 2DLSTM using statistical features on UPTI dataset and achieved 94.97%. In 
another effort10, authors extracted different statistical features using sliding window having a width of 2, 4, 6 and 8 
pixels with half overlapped on UPTI dataset. The highest recognition rate reported on a width of 2 pixels of sliding 
window with half overlapped. In this paper, we employ 2DLSTM on zoning features on same UPTI dataset. Recent 
feature selection showed the importance of zoning features and proved that zoning is the one of the popular and 
efficient features. In this paper, we present zoning features for Urdu character recognition. Our experimental 
investigation focuses on the size of zones and text lines which influence the features for recognition. We specifically 
address the selection of a proper size of zones and text lines for features extraction and classification. We extracted a 
different set of zoning features based on sliding window having 3x3, 5x5, 7x7 and 9x9 moves from right to left 
according to the writing property of Urdu language for text lines having a height of 30, 50, 70 and 90.  
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Fig 1. An example of a sentence, ligatures, characters in cursive Urdu language 
2. Experiment   
Zoning features are calculated by the density of pixels based on zones and considered most efficient and popular 
statistical features that represent significant information with low complexity and high speed. In this experiment, we 
extracted zoning features and forwarded to 2DLSTM for the classification of Urdu Nasta’liq text lines. We have 
used publicly available UPTI dataset11 for performance evaluation. As sequence learning of LSTM requires fixed 
height thus Urdu text lines are normalized to fixed height (30, 50, 70 and 90) depending upon the zoning division 
(3x3, 5x5, 7x7, 9x9) and variable width using aspect ratio after being converted into gray-scale as shown in Fig 2. 
Rather than fixing the image size for each division, we scaled the text image according to the zoning division. 
According to character grouping in classes, the transcription files are generated. The labeling and grouping of 
character into one class is based on the shapes of a character in the class e.g. isolated, ending, and various shapes of 
an initial and middle form of a character ‘Bay’ (Ώ)12ل 
Features extraction is considered a key step for extraction of similar features in a group. Zoning features are 
calculated by calculated by the density of pixels based on zones and considered most efficient and popular statistical 
features that represent significant information with low complexity and high speed.  In this experiment, we have 
used sliding window from right to left according to writing properties of Urdu text. As Urdu text lines are 
normalized to fixed height (30, 50, 70 and 90) depending upon the zoning division (3x3, 5x5, 7x7, 9x9) thus we have 
the same number of zoning regions for each size. A frame content is separated from text-line and divided into 
several zones based on zone size i.e. ni × ni  whereas n=3, 5, 7, 9. The intensity values are summed from the 
foreground of the character in each zone (ni of the frame) and then divided by the total number of pixels values in all 
cells ( گni) in each frames as in eq. 1 and is also divided by the total size of the frame (fsize) as in eq. 2. Zoning 
feature depends on the local averaging and more robust to distortion, noise and cursive writing property of the Urdu 
Nasta'liq. 
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The feature vector is organized based on top to bottom and right to left scan due to the LSTM sequence learning 
property. The organization of feature vector is presented in eq. 3. 
 
ܨܸ ൌ ሼF1,1ǡF1,2ǡ ǥF1,20Ǣ Fଶ,1ǡ ǥFଶ,20Ǣ … ǥǥǥ Ǥ ǤFே,20ሽ                       (3) 
 
Where FV is the feature vector and F௫,y is the zoning feature of zone x,y. 
 
Due to the recent outperforming result of a recurrent neural network for English, French as well as cursive Arabic 
script, we have used 2DLSTM and CTC output layer for the classification. The CTC layer is designed as output 
layer to label the sequences when there is no alignment between input and output labels.  As RNN has the sequence 
learning property thus we organized the extracted features in a sequence of top to bottom and right to left as shown 
in eq 3. In this experiment, we passed the zoning feature to 2DLSTM for learning sequence of characters of Urdu 
text lines with their corresponding label sequences as shown in Fig. 2.  
The achieved error rates using different zone size and text lines are shown in table. 1. The system achieved 
learning rate up to 12.28% on training set and 16.63% on validation set. In second experiment, features extracted by 
sliding window having 5x5 zones the system achieved 10.69% on train set and 12.11% on validation set. Likewise, 
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the learning rate are 3.13% and 6.55% for extracted features using 7x7 zones; and 2.35% and 6,27% are learning rate 
for extracted features using 9x9 zones. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. A block diagram of Urdu text recognition based on 2DLSTM and zoning features 
 
3. Result and Discussion  
In this section, we present experimental results to validate the importance of zoning features and quantitatively 
compare the system performance with baseline approaches. In order to evaluate the performance of zoning feature, 
we have performed four experiments on different zoning division with variable image dimensions. We have used 
Urdu Printed Text-line Image (UPTI) dataset11 for evaluation and assessment of the performance of the proposed 
Urdu text recognition system. UPTI dataset consists of 10,000 text lines, 771,339 frequently occurring character 
samples and 44 labels.  The dataset is decomposed into 68% training set, 16% validation set and 16% testing set 
(6,600, 1,800 and 1,800 text lines respectively). A single image or test set having 1800 images tested on trained 
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2DLSTM model with CTC output layer13. Zoning features from each text line in the image in test dataset is given to 
the trained network as an input. The trained network outputs the most probable sequence label for each text line with 
the help of output probabilities. In experiment I is based on 3x3 zoning features and the system obtained recognition 
rate achieved up to 17.38% on the test set.  Similarly, experiment II, experiment III, and experience IV are based on 
zoning features (5x5, 7x7 and 9x9) and obtained 12.66%, 7.04%, 6.62% respectively on test set respectively as 
shown in Fig. 3 and table 2. Experiments are carried out using regular square zoning and each zoning block is 
organized from top to bottom and right to left due to sequence learning property of LSTM. It is shown in table 2, that 
the accuracy rate increased with increasing the size of zones. The highest result achieved 93.38% by 9x9 zones 
experiment. 
The experiments show that zoning features achieved improvement in performance by increasing the height of text 
lines and size of zones. We concluded from these experiments that a large zone has enough information for 
classification as compared to small zones. Table 3 compares the results of proposed approach with the state of the art 
result. 
 
               Table 1 : Error rates on training set and validation set 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
A. Features extracted by 3x3 Zones B. Features extracted by 5x5 Zones
Experiment Train errors (%) Validation errors (%) 
3x3 zones 12.28 16.63 
5x5 Zones 10.69 12.11 
7x7 Zones 3.13 6.55 
9x9 Zones 2.35 6.27 
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C. Features extracted by 7x7 Zones D. Features extracted by 9x9 Zones
 
Figure 3. Character error rates on different number of epochs using different number of epochs 
 
 
 
       Table 2: Error rate and recognition error rate on test set 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3:  Comparison with state of the art systems. 
 
4. Conclusion 
In this work, a character recognition system for Urdu text lines is presented. Zoning features are most efficient 
and popular statistical features that represent significant information with low complexity and high speed. In this 
Experiment Testing error (%) Recognition rate (%) 
3x3 zones 17.38 82.62 
5x5 Zones 12.66 87.34 
7x7 Zones 7.04 92.96 
9x9 Zones 6.62 93.38 
Author Approach Classifier  Features Set Dataset Recognition 
Rate (%) 
Chherawala et 
al.14 
Implicit 
Segmentation 
2DLSTM for handwritten Arabic on features Statistical and 
Pixels 
APTI 88.8 
Ahmed et al. 15 Implicit 
Segmentation 
1DLSTM Raw Pixels UPTI 88.94 
Ahmad et al.16  Explicit 
Segmentation 
FFNN for printed Urdu Naskh Pixels 
Strength 
Author 
generated 
72 
Impedovo et al.9 Segmentation 
Free 
measurement-level membership functions 
based on exponential weighting models for 
digits 
Zoning CEDAR 87.8 
Zoning Features 
(Proposed)  
Implicit 
Segmentation 
2DLSTM on Zoning features  Zoning 
Features  
UPTI 93.38
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paper, we have utilized zoning features for the classification of Urdu Nasta’liq text lines using 2DLSTM. Due to the 
sequence learning property of LSTM, we extracted zoning features (n×n zones) from a vertical strip of uniform 
height n using a sliding window of width n. We investigated the influence of the size of zones and height of text 
lines on the extraction of features for classification of Urdu characters. Experiments on the publicly available UPTI 
dataset provide recognition rate up to 93.38% in the largest zones (9×9). The recognition results show the 
importance of zoning features for the recognition of cursive Urdu script. In future, we are planning to use adaptive 
feature set for the recognition of cursive script. 
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